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Bowling Green, Ohio

Russian exchange program
re-examined by University
Olscamp changes undergraduate program
when they signed an agreement
with the president of Mendeleev
to develop an exchange program
Last week University Presi- in which University students atdent Paul Olscamp left the rela- tended Mendeleev and vice vertively stable confines of Bowling sa.
They returned to Moscow to eGreen and ventured to the much
less secure atmosphere of Mos- valuate the progress of the
exchange program.
cow, Russia to
"The graduate portion of the
evaluate a coprogram has progressed nicely
operative
but the undergraduate program
effort with the
has had some problems," OlsUniversity
camp said. "Some people have
which began
suggested we do away with the
four years ago.
undergraduate portion of the
Olscamp
program. Our main reason for
visited Russia
going back [to Moscow] was to
with Douglas
determine how serious these
Neckers,
Olscamp problems were."
chairman of
Some University undergraduthe chemistry department, at the
invitation of the president of the ate students were apparently unMendeleev Institute of Chemical happy with the program once
they arrived in Russia, which is
Technology in Moscow.
Olscamp and Neckers pre- why Olscamp decided to take a
viously visited Moscow in 1990 closer look at the program, he
by Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

Olscamp in
Russia
0* University President
Kr Paul J. Olscamp visited
the Mendeleev Institute
of Chemical Technology
in Moscow. He visited
last in 1990.
gj He went to re-evaluate
™ the exchange program.
—J The undergraduate
Kf orientation program for
exchance students will
be improved.
said.
Mendeleev officials, Neckers
See Russia, page three.

Residence halls examined

Committee recommends more resources for services

by Katie Slmmont
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the second
in a continuing series which looks
at various recommendations
made by the Non-Academic
Functions Committee.
A committee, designed by University President Paul Olscamp,
examined all non-academic functions on campus and has presented recommendations for further
resources in the area of residential services.
According to the report done
by the Non-Academic Functions
Committee, a yearly goal of $4.5
million should be funded for the
maintenance of all residential
halls.
Residence halls contribute to
the public's image of the University and are a factor in student's

and parent's decisions to choose [
the University] as their higher
education institution, according
to a final report issued to Olscamp.
At this time, percentages are
taken out of student fees for this
residential hall maintainance
equivalent to the amount of $2
million. With the recommendation to double that amount,
the possibilty of an increase of
student room fees may have to
occur, said Michael Vetter, assistant vice-president for student
affairs in residential services.
Members of the committee
voiced their concern with the
quality of the residence halls In
relation to furnishings, paint repairs and other areas of maintenance that haven't been kept up
throughout the years.
"First of all the color of the
rooms is horrible," said Ben
Burling, a freshman living in
Conklin. "Also the closet space,
we dont have as much as some of
the dorms I've seen."
"What has happened over the
years Is that the buildings are not
being kept up, maintenance-wise,
to the expectation of the students
and we the committee recommended initiating a fund for this

purpose," said Paul Yon, a member of the committee and director of archival collections.
The issue of increasing the
student fees will be finalized
when the committee determines
whether or not the on-campus
housing fee will need to be adjusted.
"I would have to say that I
would have no problem with paying the extra fees if I had to stay
on campus. I think it is worth it,"
said Brian Scheck, a sophomore
living in Rodgers. "Looking at
other university's like Miami and
Ohio University, their residence
halls are much better."
"The committee was not able to
identify a source for the funds,
but a sub-committee felt it would
take the amount of $4.5 million to
upgrade the residence halls and
take care of the things that need
to be improved," said Thomas
Erekson, member of the committee, and dean of the college of
technology.
"I would prefer not to pay,"
said Melissa Hicks, a sophomore
living in Dunbar. "There are
some chips in the furniture, but
nothing too serious.''

Tkr BG Newt/Ron Wcltiner

"The common reason why contraceptives dont work as they should is because they are not used correctly and consistently," said Anju Slkarnd, a pediatrician from Wayne State University. Slkarnd
spoke to University students about women's sexual health In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Wednesday
night.

Pediatrician presents
facts concerning STDs
by Heather Cvengrot
The BC News

University women were given
the updated facts Wednesday
evening about sexually transmitted diseases and the various
methods of contraception.
The Wellness Center-sponsored presentation took place
in the Union's Lenhart Grand
Ballroom and focused on the
importance of women's sexual

According to a random study of
100 University students conducted byThe News, the cliche
"everyone's doing it" rings true
- but they are not always doing it
with the proper protection.
Of the 100 students interviewed, 18 were freshmen, 24
were sophomores, 32 were juniors and 26 were seniors. These
class rankings were in direct relation to age.
Ninety-two percent are no
longer virgins, while 8 percent
have abstained from sexual activity. Of the 92 percent who

have had sex, 63 percent have
had a one-night stand, while 29
percent prefer a monogomous relationship.
Fifty percent of those surveyed, both virgins and of those
who had had sexual relations,
said they were afraid of contacting a sexually transmitted
disease, but only 42 percent use
any protection. Adding the 8 percent who abstain, 50 percent use
protection every time they have
sex - and 50 percent do not
Preferred methods of protection include condoms (84 percent); the pill (16 percent); leaving 4 percent abstaining, thus
having no preference.

INSIDE

See Health, page three.

A Random Survei

Fifty percent of participants in survey don't use proper protection
by Sharon A. Turco

by using a slide presentation
showing the actual effects of
STDs on the human body.
"Sexually transmitted
diseases are very prevalent
among teen-age adults," Sikamd said. "That's why you
need to become more aware of
the preventions. Once you have
one virus, you are prone to

See Nor-academic, page five.

Students admit sexual activity
The BC News

health.
Guest speaker Anju Sikarad
presented many shocking facts
concerning sexually transmitted diseases. Sikamd is a pediatrician at Wayne State University in Detroit, Mich., with a
specialty in adolescents and
young adults.
Sikamd explained symptoms
of sexually transmitted
diseases and how viruses form

Although some of the surveyed
participants were currently in a
monogomous relationship, many
at one time or another said they
have participated in a one-night
stand.
"A one-night stand is not for
me, but it may not be wrong for
everyone," said Jeff Green, a
sophomore business major.
"Young people want to experiment and that's fine - everyone
goes through an experimental
phase."
Experimentation is a natural
part of sexual growth. One contributing factor to such phases is
the sexual peak of men and women. Men typically peak around

CAMPUS
If you do the crime, you
may end up doing some
time in either Student or
City Court.

age 18, and women between the
ages of 36-38, according to a book
called Human Sexuality written
by William H. Masters, Virginia
E. Johnson and Robert C. Kolodny.
"You dont go out looking to
have sex - sometimes it just
happens," Green said.
Andy Studebaker, a junior
business major agrees, but adds,
"Alcohol is a contributing factor
in one-night stands. If I was looking for a one-night stand, I would
go to the bars."
The media is saturated with the
message "use protection." AIDS

• Page 2.

44 Female
Frosh.
Soph.
24
18

56 Male
Jr.
Sr.
32
26
YES NO N/A
Virgin
8% 92%
One Night Stand 63% 29% 8%
Afraid of STD
50% 50%
Use Protection 42% 50% 8%
Condom 84%

See Sex, page five.

EDITORIAL
Matt Fair acts as your
travel guide to a student hot
spot in the "Great White
North." Remember, do not
mess with customs.

100 People

SPORTS
1

After playing for the
Bowling Green volleyball
team, Mitzi Sanders has returned in the position of assistant coach. Sanders
hopes this job will propel
her career in athletics.

WEATHER
Cool and cloudy with the
high in the mid 70s. Evening temperatures will hover
in the high 40s.
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Homelessness does
affect city, students
The Clinton administration has proposed,a plan
to help homeless people get back on their feet
again - and stay there. Some of you may have heard
Arrested Development's lyrics - "If you give a man
a fish, he'll eat for a day, teach the man to fish and
he'll eat forever." Those lyrics reflect the many programs that simply give the people shelter, but they
do not teach them to be self-sufficient. Unfortunately, people who do not know how to be self-sufficient
can fall back into the homelessness cycle, so all the
money used to house them for a few nights becomes
meaningless.
Clinton's proposal recommends insuring a "seamless" system of services that would move homeless
people from the street, to transitional support and
then to permanent housing. The program would also
require the people to seek education, employment
and training.
"This is a proposal that seeks to come up with
enough resources to make a real and tangible difference on the homeless population that will affect cities all across the nation," said Andrew Cuomo, assistant secretary of Housing and Development
The proposal requests a $61 million increase in
funding for Ohio, which now only receives $11 million to help the homeless.
Cuomo, who said the proposal has received bipartisan support, expects the strategy to be presented to
Congress in the next few weeks.
He and HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros, who
already rallied support for the proposal in Cleveland,
will gather support for the plan in Baltimore, New
York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Seattle, Atlanta and Knoxville, as well.
"We are saying that every elected official and
every provider of homeless services in this community ought to get on the phone, write letters, do
whatever it takes to say this program is important
and it ought to be passed," said Cleveland Mayor Michael White said.
We at The News believe the program will help ease
the homeless situation, and help homeless people
gain a financially stable and secure life. People
should show their support by writing to Cuomo or to
HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros.

The BG News Staff
photo editor Ross Weitzner
sports editor Mike Kazimore
assistant sports editor Marty Fuller
graphics editor Jim Mericsko
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special projects editor Robin Coe
assistant special projects editor Mellisa Lipowski
copy chief Dawn Keller
Assistant copy editor Cindy Williams

Midwestern paradise fun vacation
Oh, bright lights, big city. Let us
talk about the closest thing we
have to sin city, and no, it is not
Deja Vu. It Is a place where most
of us can partake in any pleasure,
no matter what your favorite sin
or what your age (as long as you're over 18). And as an added
bonus, you have all of the
mystery and intrigue of going to
a foreign land.
Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you, Windsor, Ontario.
Technically a suburb of Detroit,
this is a Disneyland for college
students. A scant hour's drive,
thanks to flexible Michigan State
Troopers and six lanes of driving
excitement, this midwestern
paradise is a great way to break
up the monotony of a semester.
No matter what your pleasure,
be it alcohol, gambling or adult
entertainment, they have it there
for you. Several of those boring
dorm room days can be broken up
by a spur-of-the-moment road
trip north. Of course it is always
important to have a D.D., especially if it is Hockey Night in
Canada Oh, the fond memories
of singing the "Canadian
National Anthem" to Windsor's
finest, getting sick on the Lodge
Freeway next to Tiger Stadium
and waking up friends just before customs.
If you take this little piece of
advice, and take your next holiday north of the border, remember these few things. Beer is
expensive, but you're trying to
have fun so don't worry about
money.

I
Fair
A few more pieces of advice I
have for the road are: Do not
mess with customs. If a woman is
hitting on you and she is a sixfoot blond bombshell, she is
probably a stripper trying to get
you to spend an outrageous
amount of money on her at work.
Gold coins, called loons, are
worth dollars, do not leave a lot
of them as tips. Do not mess with
customs.
If a bunch of rowdy Canadians
are watching hockey, do not ask
the bartender to change the
channel to football. Don Cherry
is a god, and not even second to
the Queen of England. Even
though the money is a different
color, it is not like monopoly
money. You can get the real thing
back on your return to the States.
DO NOT MESS WITH CUSTOMS!!
It Is typical to say "eh" a lot
after the trip, but not during.
Did I mention not mess with
the customs officials? I think
these people were hired from
some of the best chop shops In
Greater Detroit. They can have a

It was supposed to be a great
Idea for a date party, but it only
ended up as very stressful situation. The night started out with a
trip to Joe Louis Arena for a
professional Indoor lacrosse
game (we dig obscure professional sports), and fun was had
by all until I came to the horrifying conclusion that my keys were
lost. We began to frantically

search the entire place for them.
Two of my friends were dispatched to the car to check for
them and sure enough, there they
were still hanging from the ignition.
Then the problem began, if I
were in any suburb surounding
Detroit the AAA of Michigan
would come to my rescue, but we
were not in any nice suburb. This
is Detroit, and by its reputation it
is not a whole lot different at
night than in any of the scenes
described in Robocop.
So the next logical step was to
seek out some kind of security
guard to see if we could get any
assistance there.
Speaking to what seemed to be
the head guard, we relayed our
quandary. He asked me what
kind of car it was and I told him.
Then he said he could help and
obviously thinking the next step
was to go to the car I started to
walk away. Noticing the guard
was not following me I stopped
and he repeated that he could
help. I thought for a second and
then got the idea and pulled out
my wallet. We then proceeded to
my car where the guard abused
the door with a slim jim, and as I
shook his hand I gave him a $10
bill. This is how things are fixed
in the city.
After that incident it was
smooth sailing and everyone had
fun. We visited all the local establishments and then proceeded
home. So as long as you stay out
of Detroit and don't make a stupid mistake, like myself, things
can be pretty cool up north.
Take a bunch of your friends,
and a whole lot of money today.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Saturday opportunity
to show off University

This Saturday the University is
hosting a very special event and I
am taking this opportunity to ineditor 372-2603
vite all students, faculty and
Weekend Reality 372-6967
staff to an open house from 10
managing editor 372-6966
N p.m. to 4 p.m. that will be unlike
any other held on this campus.
assistant managing editor 372-2952
I especially urge students to
news editor 372-2604
invite their families and their
city editor 372-6968
friends. What they learned about
sports editor 372-2602
Bowling Green during campus
editorial 372-2604
tours, Pre-Rcgistratlon, Parent's
day and other visits Is only a
204 West Hall
small part of this vast educaBowling Green State University
tional enterprise we call Bowling
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
Green State University. This
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
Saturday, they will be able to experience so much more.
In addition to students, faculty
Copyright C1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
and staff we expect a great many
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
people from Northwest Ohio to
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
attend the open house to see and
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
learn more about our University.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in
And we have plenty to show
the stories or photograph descriptions.
them!
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body,
There will be more than 70
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
different activities and displays
cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
- a real cross section of the University - for everyone to enjoy.
intended for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
The events are free and geared
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any.
toward fun for the entire family.
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Included are sporting contests In

The BG News Editorial Office

\C§

car stripped in about an hour.
This is not just a horror story - it
happens. Trust me - these people
do not mess around. There is one
instance that comes to mind
when I think of customs.
One of my friends was traveling to Quebec for a hockey game
when he was in high school. As
they crossed the border, the custom officials boarded the bus and
started asking all the players if
they had anything to declare. One
player, thinking he was real cool
said, "Yeah, I have some drugs."
The customs officials then
promptly emptied out the bus,
and searched it from top to bottom, delaying the trip two hours.
So I say once more, do not mess
with customs.
Canada Is not too much of a
strange place, but there are little
nuances that make the trip interesting. Canada, the birthplace of
such great entertainment as
"The Kids in the Hall" and Canadian Football, is a word that
strikes not only a sense of adventure for my friends and I, but
also a sense of fear. The possibility that any trip could go astray and end up in Detroit is always there. Take for example a
trip that took place last year.

the Field House, science experiments, planetarium shows, glass
blowing and tours of labs and
other campus facilities.
International students will be
in native dress serving food
samples from their homelands.
Younger visitors will enjoy puppet shows, scavenger hunts and
tours of the Little Red Schoolhouse. There will be much more,
including entertainment and
food.
The open house will be a wonderful opportunity to show our
University to our families and
friends as well as to the citizens
of Northwest Ohio.
We all take great pride in Bowling Green and the Open House
provides us with the opportunity
to demonstrate that pride by going out of our way to welcome
our visitors.
I am confident our guests will
go away with a better understanding of the students, faculty
and staff and the resources that
comprise the University.
The Open House events will
take place in nearly every building on campus. Schedules and
maps will be readily available.
For more information call
372-2424.
I am looking forward to seeing
you at the Open House. It should

-. *

be a great day for Bowling
Green.
Sincerely,
Paul J. Olscamp University
President

Interview explained
important concerns
When an Interview gets
chopped up to fit In alotted space,
Important Information is often
left out I'm John Grey and this
happened to me In last week's
Weekend Reality. Things I said
were left out, and I didn't have
time to think thoroughly through
my answers.
We talked about communication, and COMMUNICATION
WASN'T MENTIONED In the article. Communication is important in both friendships and relationships, and In my situation,
homophobia and the lack of understanding
The question I am most concerned about dealt with blsexuallty. No, I don't understand
this completely. My belief la that
bl-sexuals can form a relationship with either gender and
gender doesn't matter.

■• f y .-. i

LAGA can be too political for
my taste, but it is an important
organization. So much support is
offered In the meetings. And they
are even setting up a phone line
for gays and lesbians to call If
they need help.
Also panels will soon be beginning. In these panels brave people go to classrooms and try to
make a difference by opening
people's minds. It is sad that people often smirk and giggle
through such talks.
We go on the belief that If we
can just change one person's attitude we will be happy.
I was also asked a question pertaining to the military. If gays
and lesbians are In the military to
help, that is great, but their must
be true to themselves first It Is
Important for any Individual to
understand themselves and have
dignity for what they stand for.
I think anyone who has survived to adulthood being a gay or
lesbian are miracles. That is a
sad statement about the prejudice we have In society.
John Grey
Bowling Green resident
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Me and my shadow

THEY
SAID IT
"I was going to weigh the tomato, but
they told me not to until we got to the
show. They want to see our expression
when we find out if we made it. Either
I'll be surprised or on the floor."
-Robert Ehigh about his 7 lb. 12 oz. tomato

EXTRA,!
EXTRA!

In The News

46 years ago

Enrollment for the fall term
will reach 4,500, John W. Bunn,
registrar, said.
Of the 4,484 students
registered, l ,636 are veterans, 47 are
special students and 2,804 are nonveterans.

Beware:

Exams are near
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A skateboarder on Justin Herman Plaza In San Francisco Wednesday Sept. 21, 1994, glides past artwork entitled "Five O'clock

ACROSS
THE NATION

Miner relief?
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. - When
you gotta go, you gotta go. But
down in a coal mine, the toilet arrangements can be positively
primitive.
Coal mining is a heavily regulated industry, but the rules on
underground toilets are vague
and, some say, pose unique health
risks.
Many mines get by with small,
plastic box toilets similar to those
in campers. Or they use plywood
boxes as seats, with a bucket or a
plastic bag mside to catch the
waste.
The toilets have no walls, and
miners are responsible for
emptying them, a practice that
often leads to arguments.
Some miners try to get through
their shifts without urinating,
which can lead to kidney infections, or find a private place, like
a ventilation shaft, to relieve
themselves.

Shadow" by artist John Ammirati. Various paintings on the bricks
are on display through Oct. 22.

Russia
contino«d,,om,»g.o™..

?y

has dropped like a stone," Olscamp said. "The average professor's salary in Russia is only
about $1,000 in American money.
Professors at Mendeleev are
having to work second and some"We came to the conclusion times even third jobs to make
that the main problem was with ends meet."
Olscamp said he was particuthe orientation program," Oljcamp said. "Some of the stu- larly struck by a story he heard
dents' unhappiness may have in Russia about a women who
been caused by our failure to let spent years saving up her rubles
the students know exactly what - Russian money.
She dreamed of being able to
the program was."
buy a country house when she re"Hopefully a better orientation tired. Inflation after the fall of
will let students know what communism made that impossithey'll be going through and what ble. Her long-saved rubles could
is expected of them," he said.
barely buy her a bag of sugar in
today's economy, Olscamp said.
Olscamp, in comparing this
visit with his previous one four
'There is no real legal infrayears ago, said he saw definite structure in the country today,"
changes in the Russian people.
Olscamp said. "People are very
"The Russian living standard afraid about the future.
and Olscamp decided not to cancel the undergraduate program.
Instead, Olscamp said the
agreement with Mendeleev was
reworked to better serve the undergraduates.
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..ave more than one."
Over the past several years,
:e HIV virus has increased 77
xcent among heterosexual
inority females, she said,
"ikarnd said there are many
.atraceptive methods - barer contraceptives including
.arvioal cap, diaphragm,
: vermicide, male condoms and
. JD ~ available on the market
today.
Hormonal contraceptives include birth control pills,
Progesiin only minipills, the
morning after pill, Norplant
and the synthetic hormonal injection Depo-Provera

PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL
by

ELECTROLYSIS
Mary Naas, RM. C.T.
Licensed by The Ohio
State Medical Board

CALL NOW

for an appointment
Victoran Salon
325 E. Woostor

. 1-642-5501 *

No contraception during
sexual intercource results in S3
percent of the unintended
pregnancies, Sikarnd said.
"The common reason why contraceptives don't work as they
should is because they are not
used correctly and consistently," Sikarnd said.
The most effective type of
condom is a latex condom with
Nonoxynol-9 spermicide, she
said.

$100 IS Chokes Cards can b« used ANYTIME

ALPHA
ALPHA PHI
PHI PROUDLY
PROUDLY PRESENTS
PRESENTS
OUR 1994 FALL NEW MEMBERS CLASS

"Before beginning any
method of contaception, it is
important to have a pelvic
exam and medical examination
to make sure the method is the
best one for you," Sikarnd said.

Jodi Hammock
Lisa Imel
Jody James
Kelly Knueven
Christine Luscombe
Jenny Masters
Hilary Mundt
Angie Quint
Kate Ryan
Kristy Sheaks
Melissa Stein
Jen Tudor
Beth Weymouth
Elizabeth Wolf
Holly
Moiiy Young
roung

Casey Ant us
Sliawna Beck
Holly Clark
Carrie Clawson
Sarah Clawson
Debbie Coan
Megan Coffman
Michelle Davis
Angela Dickman
Mo Elliot
Michelle Fisher
Rachel Fox
Jen Fuehrer
Beth Gross

Numerous students who attended asked Sikarnd questions about different methods
of birth control and their possible side effects. Many University women said the program was informative.
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MEDIUM
PIZZAS

THIS WEEK i2 THE

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS

1994-1995 FESTIVAl SERIES
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS ON SALE

FREE EVENTS
TUES / SEPT 27 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
STUDENT COMPOSERS' FORUM
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE OPEN WEEKDAYS
NOON-4 P.M. CALL 372-8171 FOR TICKETS

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

Cheese & ONE Topping
Limited
Time Only

2

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-8888

TICKETED EVENTS

%

WIOffiF/CV ONLY SPECIAI
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lontinued from page one.
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353 - 0044
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• No coupon necessary
• no other discount
with this offer
• Free delivery

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green

LARGE PIZZA
cheese & one topping

I

,

SMALL PIZZA
cheese & one topping

$495

$650

2nd pizza $5.00 more

'

2nd pizza $3.00 more

BC store only
exp 10-31-94
No other discount with this offer

|

BC store only
exp 10-31-94
No other discount with this offer

M-Q|

|
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Student offenders face multiple trials
by Aaron Epple and Jim Vlckert
The BC News
Students urinating outdoors or
walking down the street swilling
a bottle of Firewater may have
their fate rest in one of three
places.
Student criminal offenders can
be prosecuted
through the
campus courts
or the city
courts, depending on the circumstances
and/or nature
of the offense.
According to
the 1994-95
Student Code,
students who are caught violating a University regulation go
before a procedural interview,
through the Office of Standards
and Procedures, where students
will be presented with written

five days following their hearing.
Dickinson said any student
wishing to appeal the decision
may do so through the University
Appeals Board which consists of
appointed students and faculty
members. The final appeal a student may make is through the
president's office.
Dickinson said if students are
arrested by campus police they
must go through litigation in city
court before Standards and
Procedures will discipline them.
According to Dickinson, alcohol
violations are the most common
cases that go before Standards
and Procedures.
"Of the 93S cases we had last
year, 46S of them were alcohol
violations," Dickinson said. OA
the city court level, procedures
are a little more complex.
Misdemeanors are handled by
the municipal court. Felonies are
handled at the Common Pleas
Court.

Violators can choose to have hearing before USG
Appointees or Standards and Procedures director
pect will be arraigned before a
judge where he will enter a plea.
If a plea bargain is not worked
out, the case will go to a pretrial
conference.
A plea bargain is an agreement
between the defendant, the defense attorney and the prosecutor to plead guilty to a lesser
offense than originally charged
for a more lenient punishment.
At a pretrial conference, both
lawyers may file a number of
motions. The defense may file a
motion to suppress evidence
which they feel was obtained
while violating the defendant's
rights.
Following a pretrial, the judge
and both lawyers will select a
jury to sit in at the trial and hear

the case.
"The jury are the ones who decide the facts of the case," Kurfess said.
Finally, the trial commences.
The prosecutor and defense attorney will begin with their opening arguments before the jury.
"The purpose is to tell the jury
what they intend to show with the
evidence they have," Kurfess
said.
With the exception of the most
minor offenses, everybody has
the right to trial by Jury. Defendants can waive that right
In the case of minor misdemeanors, defendants are tried
by a single judge.
The prosecution and defense
will then call their witnesses who

WANTED PEOPLE
POWER
Cardinal Family Restaurant
We are expanding in business
and are in need of a larger staff
FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
for line & prep cooks

waitresses, dishwashers &
buscrs

Excellent opportunity for secure
positions & income
Apply in person any day

1-75
at State Route 18
exit 167
N. Baltimore, Ohio

will testify under oath. Both lawyers will have the oppurtunity to
question the witnesses as to their
knowledge of the case.
After the witness examination,
the attorneys will offer their
closing arguments to the jury.
The prosecution gets to speak
before and after the defense - a
procedure called "split time."
"The state gets to split their
time because they have the burden of proof," Kurfess said,
"They have to prove it beyond a
reasonable doubt."
The judge will instruct the jury
that in order to find the defendant guilty as charged the facts
they determine have to fit a certain scenario.
All verdicts must be unanimous.
If the defendant Is found innocharges and told of their rights of
due process.
Derek Dickinson, the director
of Standards and Procedures,
said students must then enter a
plea. "They get a chance to decide if they want to have a hearing," Dickinson said. "If they enter a plea of guilty, it is just a
matter of signing legal documents and Implementing the
sanctions."
Dickinson said if students
plead not guilty they can choose
to have their hearing either before Standards and Procedures,
in which Dickinson Is the hearing
officer, or before the Student
Court, In which five students appointed through the Undergraduate Student Government will
hear the case.
According to the Student Code,
students will find out the verdict
of their case in writing within

"We've had several students
over here, mostly for drugs,"
said Charles Kurfess, Wood
County Common Pleas Court
Judge. "We've had marijuana
and I remember at least one LSD
case."
If the state decides there is
enough evidence against the suspect for a trial, an Indictment will
be issued. If not, the case will be
dismissed.
After being indicted, the suspect he will be discharged. If he
is found guilty, a pre-sentenoe
recommendation will be made
out. The judge has the final decision in sentencing.
Student Legal Services represented 31 students in municipal
court in July and August. They
advised 133 students In that same
time period.

Student
externships
available
by Nicole Pinkuch
The BC News
Students needing job experience In their major
over the winter break may
want to look into the Undergraduate Alumni Extern
Experience.
The Extern Experience is
a great way to gain experience in a specific job before
graduation, according to
Nathan Boyle, representative from the Undergraduate Alumni Association who
sponsors the Extern Experience.
"Alumni are solicited for
sponsorship of externships
during the summer and
fall," Boyle said."The program also encourages
former sponsors to continue offering externships."
Students fill out applications in Mileti Alumni
Center and return them by
Oct. 27, according to Dave
Wanner, Extern Experience
chairman. The Extern Experience committee then
begins interviewing the
candidates and matching
them up with interested
alumni in their specific
major. Wanner said.
The extemship occurs
over the winter break and is
arranged individually between the alumni and the
externs, Wanner said.
"[The Extern Experience] is a good thing to add
to a resume and also to
make contact with someone
In [the students'] job field
who is an alumni," Wanner
said.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 am.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Pass the salt

Board promotes culture
by Angelica D.Huesca
The BC News

The Board of Black Cultural
Activities provides activities
and programs promoting the
traditions, culture and social
education of African Americans.
This semester, the board's
program agenda includes
several African-American enhancement activities to inform
students about the culture, according to BBCA President JeJuana Brown.
To promote the Homecoming
spirit, BBCA will sponsor the
Dollar Dance Friday Oct. 7
where a special guest disc

jockey will be featured and refreshments will be provided.
Before the Homecoming
football game Saturday there
will be a Black Alumni Brunch
in the Amani Room from 10
a.m. until noon.
After the Homecoming
game, the BBCA will sponsor a
Homecoming concert featuring MC Eiht, Drama and Men
at Large from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
The location and cost of the
concert will be announced
later.
The proceeds of the Homecoming events will be used to
establish a community service
project, Brown said.
"The BBCA is a link between

THURSDAY NIGHT
BBQ CHICKEN AND RlBS

$6.95
INCL: POTATOES, TOSS SALAD,
AND GARLIC BREAD.
OPEN 5-7 PM

the black culture and the University," Brown said.
The focus of the organization
is primarily black culture, not
just black history, Brown said.
"We focus on achievements
in-black communities such as
biSnesses. We try to educate
people on the black culture,
history, traditions and spirituality," she said.
"We would like to extend an
invitation to everyone to come
and learn about black culture
by attending and supporting
our new and exciting programs," Brown said.

University
Union
Best Values
On Campus

• All stu.lvnl meal plan cards auvplvd

University
Union
The BG Newa/Roal WCHint r

Second year photochemisty major Anita Dcraaff measures a substance with extreme precision for a
chemical react Ion in the Life Sciences Building Wednesday afternoon.

Sex

Non-academic

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

is no longer a silent killer. Yet, SO
percent of those surveyed said
they do not use protection every
time they have sex.
Of those who do not use protection, two said that they are worried but enjoy sex without it.
"Some forms of protection are
more preferrable than a condom
- even though I realize they
aren't always the safest method,"
said Dave Banks, a junior marketing major.
The majority of those surveyed
agreed with Gene Hughs, a sophomore secondary education
major, who said, "I think most
people use protection because
they are afraid of getting a sexually transmitted disease, or getting the girl pregnant."
"The statistics are scary," said
Andrea Hedberg, a junior political science major. "It's like rolling the dice every time you have
sex."
Although not specifically
asked, most men included pregnancy of the girl among their
fears. Women were most apt to
mention AIDS as their biggest
fear.
Setting the fear aside. University students are still having sex.
The most preferrable form of
protection was the condom with a
84 percent majority vote. Only
one junior male said he makes It
a practice to always use Nonoxynol-9 and more specifically a
latex condom.
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Best Values
On Campus

EtffcgX
TtGS£
BQ9LU
THURSDAY SPECIAL

$4.95
"Pasta Day"

Spaghetti, Lasagna, Tortellinl,
and Pasta Alfredo
Served with garlic bread
menu changes weekly
Incl. complete salad bar and
unlimited beverage

OPEN 430 - 7 pm
All student meal plan cards accepted

One of the concerns regarding
fee increases would be whether
students would still choose to live
on campus, Vetter said. "A certain percentage of student residential fees are set aside each
year for such maintenance
projects, and in previous years
an amount of $2 million dollars
has been set," Vetter said. "Now
If the committee is looking to
double that amount, it is an obvious substantial increase and If

room fees become too high, students will then choose not to live
on campus."
According to the report, accomodations of the students who
may be displaced while the repairs are being made is something that the University needs to
consider.
Vetter said the winter months
would also be appropriate for
construction because contractors
are available at a decreased cost.

The BLACK SWAMP ARTS FESTIVAL COMMITTEE:
Jacqueline Nathan
Sandy Wicks
Kay Baghonc
Lesley Scott-Gillilan
Jim Tinker
Dan Baglionc
Andrew Kalmar
Connie Black-Postl

Laura Wicks
Kelly Wm. Wicks
Bob Goodwin
Floyd Craft
Janice Hams
Barbara Rothrock
Michelle Miller
Chns Gajcw ic/

We wish to express our appreciation 10 the following contributors.
Many people sponsored the Festival with monetary donations, in kind
gifts, and physical labor. You made the Festival possible.

Tonight in the
Gish Film theater
"I Was A
Teenage
Werewolf'
with Michael
Landon
at 9:00 p.m.
"I was A
Teenage
Frankenstein"
at 10:30 p.m.

also at 4:30 p.m.
FREEJ
and at 7:00 p.m. a
special advanced
THE
screening in the RIVER WILP
Gish Film theater
Pick up passes in the UAO office
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Campus
Films

Huntington Bank
Port Lawrence Title
Mid Am, Inc.
I'hlman's
Mid Am Bank
Wood County Park District
Natty Threads
Ben Franklin
Grounds for Thought
Fast Company
First Class Travel/America West Airlines
Friends of the Wood County Park District
Poggcmeyer Design Group
Green Manufacturing
Columbia Gas
Century Marketing
Newlove Really. Inc.
Marathon Special Products
Society Bank
True Value Hardware
City of Bowling Green
Bowling Green Swim Club
Pizza Hut
1 jttle Caesars
McDonalds
Krogcrs
KNil/ Mower Farm
Martin Porter
Dave Brott
Belleville Market
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
Dr Phil Mason
Wayne Colvin
St. Aloysius
Theta Chi Fraternity
Paul Thicbaut
Mike Stacklin
BUI Blair
Margaret Weinberger
Community Development Foundation
Frank Magrum

Calico. Sage. & Ihyme
Motel Lobby Donuts
Ton McLaughlin
Century Signs
Little Oldc Music Shoppc
Downtown Business Association
Albert W Smith. M D.
First Federal Bank
Spider Voglsbcrgcr & I lull man
Robert Thomas Securities
Radio Shack
Arnold Gottlieb. Attorney
Barry Bagel
Subway
Myles Pizza & Pasta
11,inn.i & llanna. Attorneys
Ohio Arts Council
Alliance of Ohio Community Arts Agencies
Wal-Mart '

Seaway Food Town
Maggie Kalmar
Fonda 1 lollenback
Becky IVIion
Craig Thompson
I'ctcr Herman
Kent McClary
Betsy Banglcx
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity
Black Swamp Players
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Colleen Smith
Wes Hoffman
Ken Amos
Daryl Stockburger
Brandt Corral
Kay Chapman
Kerry HelTner
Julie Martini
Marilyn Langc
Imogene Krift
Gaynelle Predmorc
Joyce Kepke
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Pantry needs volunteers University student creates
University students assist hungry with food drive class for life support skills

by Meredith Tremain
The BC News

"Food drives in the past have
been very successful, but the
food is all gone," May said. "It

There arc always people In
need of food, even In Bowling
"Food drives in
Green. Students can help feed
the past have
the hungry in the city by volunteering at the Bowling
been very
Green Chrissuccessful,
but
tian Food
Pantry.
the food is all
The food
gone."
pantry loElvira May
cated at the
United Chrisdirector of the food pantry
tian Fellowship, 313
goes quickly."
Thurst i n
The food pantry is open
Ave., needs
every Monday, Wednesday and
food as well
Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
as volunteers, said Elvira May,
Kevin Lammert, a sophodirector of the food pantry.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

more sociology major, volunteers at the pantry as part of
Reach Out, a student service
organization "that helps out
whoever needs help," he said.
"Last Sunday eight people
got together to run a food drive
on campus as part of Reach
Out," Lammert said.
The Bowling Green Minister
Alliance organized the food
pantry in 1984, according to
Bill Thompson, a member of
the food pantry's board of directors.
"In the past, there has only
been a handful," Thompson
said. "Students are needed to
collect food, distribute and organize the shelves."
May said the pantry takes
donations in the form of
canned foods.

Unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get to
the DMV. Because having a motorcycle operator license is
something you can live \wi.hW
mOTMCTCU SAFETY

BOWLING GRIN'S CO-6D 56RVIC6
FRflT€RNITV
"MRHING R DIFF6R6NCC
COM€ TO INFORMATION NIGHT

Monday September 26
Prout Main Lounge
9:15

FOUHMTIM
MTHMW

by Jennifer Schab
The BC News
Suppose you were enjoying a
fine meal when suddenly one of
your dinner companions began to
choke. What would you do? Imagine that person looking at you
begging for help. Wouldn't you
want to be able to help him?
Now all students have the opportunity to take one of the Basic
Life Support class. Classes are
being offered on weekends and
other days, and the times are
flexible.
The classes take place in
Kaufman's Lounge at the Holley

Lodge on East Wooster Street.
Each class lasts about eight
hours and the cost is $25.
Completing this class will certify students for two years in basic life support.
The class is affiliated with the
American Heart Association and
the Toledo Hospital.
"Basic rescue skills not only
benefit those students who need
it for their major, but they are
also something everyone should
know," said Lawrence Jasman,
coordinator and instructor of the
program and pre-med major.
Linda Martin, a freshman public relations major, agreed. "I

"It's hands-on experience in a
way," Rowe added.
So far the program has not gotten the response Jasman had
hoped for, but he said he hopes
people will realize that it is to
their benefit to have this experience under their belts.

United Way campaign offers two intern positions
ganization, as well as gain valuable writing and public relations
experience.
The positions are available in
The United Way campaign is
offering two Intern positions in the fall and spring semesters.
which students can help the or- People may work one or both semesters for five to eight hours
per week.
"This is a great opportunity to
utilize skills," said Makeba Clay,
public relations coordinator for
the United Way campaign.
The first intern will work with
Kristy Bonanno, a graduate intern for the Alumni Affairs. This
intern will research and develop
human interest stories focusing
on faculty or staff members that
have been assisted by United
Way funded agencies.
"It's a very exciting way to
work and help with the United
Way campaign," Bonanno said.
The intern filling the second

by Amy Johnson
The BC News

FIRSTLIGHT

Tuesday September 27
Ashley 2nd Floor Lounge
9:15

think it's a good thing for people
in any major to learn."
Angela Rowe, a freshman nursing major, said that though it is
important for everyone "people
with majors such as nursing
could take this course to prepare
for any sudden need of nursing."

available position will work with
Clay in researching and developing a series of short public service announcements and in refining United Way training materials.
All majors are welcomed, Clay
said.

"Students who are creative and
have good writing skills are encouraged to intern," Clay said.
"Internships give students the
opportunity to have an inside
look at what community service
Is all about."
Anyone wishing to contribute
their time volunteering is also
encouraged to do so, Bonanno
said.
If interested in an intern position, contact Cindy Oxender at
372-2701, Makeba Clay at
372-0391 or Kristy Bonanno at
372-8242.

Don't Drink And Drive!

Kappa Sigma
Our New Officers

Proudly Announces

Grand Master
Grand Procurator
Grand Master of Ceremonies
Grand Scibe
Scholarship Chair
House Managers

Steve McLaughlin
Chris Weller
Dave Hoover
Justin Marks
Dan Lastoria
Jay Caudill
Dave Zotter
Community Service
Jay Caudill
Athletic Chair
Ryan Nowak
Attendance Chair
Todd Dickerson
VP of Brotherhood Development Greg Elliot
Philanthropy
Chris Driskell
Historian
Chris Driskell
Guards
Jordahn Gardner
Chris Driskell
Homecoming Chair
Steve Baily
Steve Floyd
VP of Rush
Public Relations
Kevin DePolo
Kitchen Steward
Dave Zotter
Jordahn Gardner
Communications
Jamie Schwaberow
Josh Vance
B.A.D.D. Chairman
Will Swanson
Assistant Treasurer
Dave Zotter
Chris Pantoja
Social
Todd Lampeter
Brotherhood Chair
Steve Bailey
Jeff Trainer
IFC Representative
Doug Riddle
Dan Lastoria
Matt Jordan
Alumni Relations
Matt Jordan
Awards Chair

Our New
Active Brothers
Ed Ellis
Dennis Novak
Dave Devore
Eric Tipton
Jeremy Allman
Will Swanson
Sean Gilley
Christian Mayled
Joe Flinner

Our Fall
Pledge Class

A.E.K.D.R.
Not for a hour, a day, or a college
term only....... ltu t for Life

Tom Christie
Chad Eppard
Dana Gosch
Ben Hoffman
Scott McGee
Dave McNamara
Billy Oberdoff
Brad Ortloff
Rob Pietruszka
Nathaniel Price
Matt Paulson
Jeremy Prowant
Matt Sturgeon
Shawn Varga
Mike Weyer
J.T. Wiant
Adam Woods
Chad Wyen
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Sanders back on the court again Falcon midfielder

Former player returns as coach
byJohnGibney
The BC News

For someone who has never
developed a career path in life,
Mitzi Sanders finds herself in an
opportune position.
The first-year assistant coach
and former Falcons player has
seen her life take some unexpected turns in the last five
years.
As a senior at Rossford High
School, Sanders never dreamed
of playing college volleyball, let
alone someday coaching at the
college level.
"I got lucky enough that [Denise Van De Walle] saw me playing," Sanders said. "I'm so fortunate and thankful."
Volleyball players interested
in playing at a higher level
usually send application letters
and skills tapes of themselves to
colleges during their sophomore
and junior seasons.
Sanders did none of this prior
to her senior year. In fact, she
debated whether she would even
attend college. Not until the end
of her final volleyball season did
scouts approach Sanders.
"Denise was one of the first to
talk to me face to face," she said.
"Coach had a big impact on me."
Sanders visited the University
and credited the players and
coach with selling her on the
school. Although Sanders had
plans for other campus trips, she
called the universities and canceled the visits.
"I never thought about coming
to BG until I met coach Van De
Walle," Sanders said. "I had so
much fun and liked everybody c there was no need to go anywhere else."
As with many college athletes
in their freshman year, Sanders
became overwhelmed with the
level of competition. She joined a
team that was beginning a run
towards the MAC championship.
Playing time for Sanders was
limited.
"That was a big adjustment for
me after being a [high school]
Al 1 -Star," Sanders said.

Kiel leads
women's
golf team

However, words of encouragement from the older players
helped Sanders maintain her motivation. By her sophomore year,
Sanders found herself more comfortable with the program. She
also learned to play a new position - the right side..Van De
Walle made the switch to give
Sanders more experience.
Sanders' development as a
player helped the Falcons capture the MAC championship in
1992 and 1993. For the team, Sanders said winning the MAC was
the finest moment.
Personally, Sanders remembers the NIVC tournament
in 1993 as the highlight of her
collegiate career. The team lost
to Ball State in the MAC tournament which eliminated any hopes
of an NCAA appearance. Disappointed about its position, the
team discussed the possibility of
skipping the NIVC, a tournament
equivalent to the NIT in basketball.
However, after a change in attitude, the team attended the
tournament and advanced to the
championship match before falling to Washington State.
"We felt we had nothing to lose,
no pressures and no stress," Sanders said. "We just had fun and
kept winning. That was the best
experience ever."
Sanders graduated in 1993 with
a degree in interpersonal communication and a minor in business. The thrill of competition
and her love of sports never left,
however, even after she started
her first job in management with
Roadway. She maintained contact with Van De Walle and
helped with the team whenever
possible.
After the assistant coach took
another position. Van De Walle
asked for Sanders' aid in interviewing candidates. None of the
applicants worked out, so Van De
Walle offered the job to Sanders.
"I was shocked - I never
thought about being a coach,"
Sanders said. "My concern was
•Do I know enough?'"

wins MAC award
by John Boyle
The BG News

The BG soccer squad is dominating the Mid-American Conference, despite the fact that it hasn't played a conference game.
For the second-straight week, a Falcon has been named MAC
player of the week.
Midfielder Joe Burch was named this week's honoree. Burch,
a sophomore, scored three goals and assisted on three others in
two non-conference victories over Ohio State (2-0) and Western
Kentucky (5-1). Burch's IS points - six goals, 3 assists - ranks
him first in the Great Lakes Region in scoring and ties him for
12th nationally.
Last week, junior forward Tim Concannon earned the award
after a two-goal performance in two BG victories over Dayton
(4-0) and Southern Indiana (3-2).
Burch and Concannon have been the recipients of a total team
effort, head coach Gary Palmisano said.
"It's obvious that when you have a quality team performance,
certain individuals will benefit," Palmisano said. "I think Joe
and Timmy would be the first to give the team credit for thenindividual honors."
The Falcons have scored 19 goals in their first six games,
while only surrendering seven over that same span. While the
offense is averaging over three goals a game, Palmisano is quick
See BURCH, page eight.

FREE FOOD RAFFLE
Ike BC Niwi/flle pboto

After playing volleyball for the Falcon, Mltzl Sander* has returned to
the sport - this time as an assistant coach.
Sanders said she enjoys the job
immensely. The heart of the position, recruiting, begins in a couple of months, which means extensive traveling to invitationals
and tournaments.
That sounds like a dream vacation, according to Sanders, whose
ultimate fantasy is tour the
world.
Sanders' future ambitions remain unclear. However, she definitely plans a continued career
in athletics. After obtaining a
master's degree in sports administration, Sanders might pursue a
position as an athletics director
or academic coordinator.
"I like being around athletes
and sports," she said. "So this is a
great experience getting in and
learning the system."

EXPERIENCE

by Christian Pelusl
The BC News

The women's golf team finished third out of 13 teams in the
Ferris State University Women's
Golf Invitational this past weekend at Big Rapids, Mich.
Sophomore Glna Kiel led the
way with a team low 161 for two
rounds, shooting rounds of 81 and
80.
Junior Susan Brenner made a
strong showing after not playing
in the Redbird Classic two weeks
ago to fire two rounds of 84 for a
168 two-round total.
"[Kiel] didn't let an off weekend effect her and played real
consistent golf for us," said
senior captain Jodi Rlcker. "And
[Brenner] played extremely well.
Garry Winger has been working
with her stroke and she's real
happy now with the way she's
playing. The team is very happy
to see her get it going again."

A STEREOSCOPIC
360 DEGREE
WALK-THROUGH
VISIT TO
CYBERSPACE
(A ComputerGenerated Place)

ONE DAY ONLY!
Sunday, September 25
12 Noon - 6:00 p.m.
$5.00 per person

See GOLF, page eight

isonello's

CALL 352-5166
NOW
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN
4p.m. • Daily
11a.m. • Fri- Sal- Sun

Baa*.-—

Regardless of her goals, Sanders said she will never le.
money determine her choice of
occupation. By reading self-help
books and learning from Van De
Walle's positive outlook on life,
Sanders said she realizes success
is happiness.
"As long as I can come in, be
myself and leave having a smile
on my face, that's success to me,"
she said.

SIGN - UPS September 26, in Union Foyer
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Raffle open to STUDENT, FACULTY, & STAFF
Prizes handed out Thursday Sept. 29
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm Union Foyer

Winners will be notified

<r<

2-7164
^or2-2343
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How to
interview
with the
Fortune 500
without even
getting out
of bed

OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET"
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10.000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions—is $99.95* To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.

C arccrlij

ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
FRIDAY - SUNDAY SEPT. 23 - 25
"Plus $4 95 tor shipping and handling

woodland moll
*

,
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Spirit outlasts season

BURCH

GOLF

Continued from page seven.

Continued from page (even.

"I'm really pleased with the
way the team is coming
together," said head coach
Todd Brunsink. "The round
we shot on Saturday was, tee
to green, the best round we've
played all year."
"Unfortunately, it's not just
tee to green. It's tee to ballin-the-hole, and, as a team, we
had 23 three-putt greens.
That's about 20 shots we could
have taken out."
The team is fast approaching Brunsink's goal of sub-330
round golf, as they scored 337
in the first round and 338 in
the second.
Participating in the play six,
score four format, were Kiel,

Brenner, senior captain Jodi
Ricker 8S-87--172, junior
Stacey Labelle 87-89-176,
freshman Amy Miller
90-87-177 and sophomore
Heather Lantz 94-89-183.
"The bottom half of the lineup has been improving every
week," said Brunsink. "It's
been very encouraging."
An indication of this is Sunday's round of 338. It marked
the first time in two years that
Bowling Green has had six
women score less than 90.
The Falcons next tournament is this weekend in East
Lansing, Mich., where they
will participate in the Spartan
Invitational.

$3.99

"Five of the six teams we've
played have played the flat back
It's been official for over a
and we've handled it very well,"
he said. "And to be honest, we week now - Major League Basehaven't really played a quality ball is dead. It came as no surprise, but its absence still
goalkeeper yet."
squeezes the hearts of the baseThat said, however, Palmlsano ball faithful.
After Bud Selig delivered his
is pleased with the variety in the
Falcons offensive attack.
eulogy on Wednesday, few kind
"We've been able to attack up words have been said of the
the center of the park from the baseball realm. It's not the
midfield," he said. "We've at- owners or the players. It's not
tacked up the flanks. Occasional- even Ravitch and Fehr. The most
ly, we've also played the long and destructive sounds are emerging
from the collective whine of the
short ball."
so-called fans.
Although the Falcons have
For the last week such utteranbeen successful offensively, they ces as, "I don't care, baseball is a
still haven't cashed In on ail of goofy sport anyway," or "I dont
their opportunities. They haven1 miss the game, It's all about
let that take them off their game, money and greed," could be
Palmisano said.
heard from the mouths of those
who once followed the '94 season
with great fervor.
Can it be that baseball is no
longer America's pastime, or are
these baseball hypocrites just
throwing in the towel?
Is it just that those who turned
their backs on baseball never
really had a love for the game?
Did they watch baseball for the
home runs and big name players
or did they watch a game because
it was a game? Or can it be another case of 'outta sight, outta
mind'?
There is no doubt that MLB has
lost plenty of fans because of the
strike, but there are still a handful of crazy, forgiving people out
there waiting for next year. They
are the fans that truly have a
passion for the sport. They were
glued to their TV sets during the
Little League World Series and
occasionally watched an ESPN

One medium pizza|
with one item

must bring coupon

354- 6500

Fuller

Women's soccer hosts Purdue

112 Mercer & Wooster

The BC News

• WE DELIVER EVERYDAY AFTER 4:00 P.M.
• 79C BIG SLICE EVERYDAY - ALL DAY
HOURS:

minor league game for a fix.
him off the field.
This is what baseball is about.
That's what baseball is about.
We dont need Kenny Lofton glidThose who now wrinkle their
ing flawlessly around second noses at the sport should take anbase, we dont need Man Wil- other look. Are you fed up with
liams racking up home runs. the game, or is it the business
These professionals present the side of baseball that has you irrigame at a near perfect level and, tated?
of course, this is something
Look beyond the prime time
everyone likes to see. But the players, the hated owners, and
pure game, the naked competi- most of all the money. Strip down
tion, can be seen at any level. The these unnecessary layers and
money and the flash are gone, the you have Franc is making a catch
game remains a constant.
in right field just like Deion Sanders does.
If you can't see the beauty In
baseball and have had enough,
leave the game behind you and
walk away silently. No one wants
to hear your whimpering complaints.
For the disciples of the major
leagues, look to the future because things will only get better.
The strike can be a good thing.
The owners are losing money and
the players are losing money.
Both groups are forced to come
up with a reasonable compromise
or be satisfied with no money.
To those who truly love the It's time to settle down and fix
game, I give you Francis. He is a the business side of baseball once
12-year-old boy who plays right and for all. There's nothing
field and bats ninth on his team's wrong with the game.
lineup. Francis is the uncoordinA players' league Is certainly a
ated fellow that is required on possibility, minor league players
every little league team. He playing major league ball is not.
never gets a hit and very rarely Do you expect the owners to pay
stops the ball's movement in the them a salary and have S99 fans
Held.
watch the game?
During a game this summer
It really doesn't matter, fanatFrancis caught his first pop-up, ics just want things remedied.
probably with his eyes closed,
Please hurry, Francis is on his
but he did it His teammates, who way.
usually payed no attention to
Marty Fuller is a senior jourhim, mobbed him and high-fived nalism major

On the heels of a two-game winning streak, the
women's club soccer team is preparing for a big
weekend doubleheader.
The Falcons travel to Dayton Saturday before
returning home to battle the Purdue Boilermakers
from the Big 10.

Sunday - Thursday 11:00am - Midnight
Friday & Saturday 1 1:00am - 1:00am

Last weekend the Falcons offensive attack was
in high-gear, registering eight goals in two games.

In Saturday's away game against Eastern Michigan, BG edged the Eagles 3-2. Dawn Thompson,
Amy Niehaus and Krissi Schneider all found the
back of the net for the Falcons.
In Sunday's 5-0 blowout of Kent State the Falcons were led by Thompson who managed to connect on two scores for BG. Other players tallying
for the Brown and Orange included Kim Graff,
Jamie Mandell and Heather Zahar.

We've just developed away to mate
Power Macintosh even more powerful.
(Buy one no^ and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)
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Not only is the worlds fastest Macintosh' computer available at special low student prices,
but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For a limited time, buy
a select Power Macintosh" and you get software that helps you through every aspect of writing
papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus you'll get ClarisWorks, an integrated

package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. Buy a select Power Mac" with
CD-ROM, and you'll also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. It all comes with
le protessional
Power Macintosh - the computer that grows with you from college to the
professional
world. And now, with an Apple Computer Loan, it's easier than ever to
own one. Its the power every student needs. The power to be your best'

Apple m

Come to the Computer Fair September 28,
in the Forum and enter the drawing for a
QuickTake Camera.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
ALPHA PHI OMEGA ■ ALPHA PHI OMEGA
SERVICE' FRIENDSHIP' LEADERSHIP

•

1

Com* and learn about Bowling Green's only
co-ed National Service Fraternity.

■

Information NtQhts:
Monday September 26
Proul Main Lounge
9:15
and
Tuesday September 27
Ashley 2nd Floor Lounge
9:15

•
••
•
«

CIRCLE K CAR WASH
September 25
9a/n- ipm
Mid-Am Bank on Wooster
CIRLE K CAR WASH
GET PUBLISHED NOW
Prairie Margins. The Undergraduate Fine Arb
Magazine of BGSU. is now accepting an.
proae. and poetry lubmissions. Call Aimee lor
into. 353-0218.
IPC CLUB Mealing!!
Thursday. September 22.
7:30pm 103 BA
Cathy Schalter. Habitation Services Manager.
will be speaking about CIVIC organizations! All
maiorsarewelcomel
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAG A
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets tonight at
830 in the United Christian Fellowship Center.
The UCF u on it* corner ot Thurstin and
Ridge, due west from Alpha Phi and Delia Gamma.
LAGA is open to all GayrLesbiarvBiseiuai
students, grad. students, faculty and the general public. LAGA welcomes those who are not
gay and support and accept gay people as
equal members of society.
For more information, call 372-5228; discretion
assured.
Overnight Lodging in Anderson Hall
for parents, family, or Iriendsfor
Homecoming. Fri. s Sat. Oct. 7»8 and
Parents Weekend, Fri. 4 Sat. Oct 28*29
Call 2-2458 or go to 425 Student Services.
PARENTS WEEKEND RITA RUDNER CON
CERT TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE AT
THE LWO OFFICE 330 UNIVERSITY UNION
372-2343.
PRINT SALE
Cover your bare walls with a poster I
STUDENT SERVICES FORUMIOam to 6pm
Sept. 19th through Sept. 23
For more info, cal 2-7164 or 2-2343
Sponsored by UAO
ROMANOVSKY1 PHILLIPS ARE COMING
ROMANOVSKY1 PHILLIPS ARE COMING
ROMANOVSKY i PHILLIPS ARE COMING
9-30-94 • 8 pm ' KOBACKER HALL
RTNDA
Are you interested in a
future in broadcast journalism?
Join the
BADIOTELEVISION NEWS
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION!
Initial Meeting
Thurs. 9:00,121 West Hall
RTN0A
THE

UNDERGRADUATE PHILOSOPHY
CLUB
HEYI THE PHILOSOPHY CLUB WILL BE
HAVING A MEETING MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH AT 6:00PM IN 301 SHATZEL
HALL. AS USUAL. EVERYONE IS WELCOME. YOUR NEED NOT BE A PHILOSOPHY MAJOR, MINOR, DOUBLE MAJOH,
DOUBLE MINOR OR E FLAT MINOR TO AT
TEND THINK ABOUT ITI

page nine
TREASURERS OF STUOENT ORGANIZA
TIONS-Please take note that a MANDATORY
Treasurer's Workshop will be held on Tuesday.
Sept. 27, 1994 at 7:30pm m Room 1007 BA
Building. Gregg OeCrane wll be the featuied
speaker. If you are unable K> attend this program, a representative from your organization
should take your place. N you have any questions, please contact ihe Student Activities Olfice at 372-2843.
WALK FOR A GREEN OHIO is passing
through on September 24. A rally will be held
at 2pm at (he Courthouse w/vanous speakers.
A potiuc- dinner will be held at the City Park followed by the Green Ohio slide show All individuals A groups are encouraged to join it. Any
questions call Melissa at 352 8343.
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE "F" WORD??
Join Womyn lor Womyn on
Mon. Sept. 26 at 9pm in the
UCF Church on Thurstin Street
for a discussion of what feminism is.
what it isnt and what we'd like it to be.
For inlormaaon caH 2-2281.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Gold Indian Arrowhead Pendant on
E Merry 9/19. Call 352-6142 to claim
LOST: A wallet picture holder some where
around the Union money machine. Pictures are
vcy important Call 372-4808
LOST: tan a black beaded Indian choker
Special meaning. Reward.
Please call 353-7013

ASAPll Findlay Co needs student
able lo run menu-driven computer
programs plus general office skills.
MusiworkEITHER
6;30am- iiao«mM-F,
OR 4 30 pm - 9:30pm M-F.
Pays $8-1 1/hr. 20 mm Irom BG.
Apply with resume at Co-op: 238 Admir
Attention all undecided and decided
majors:Student Court needs you to represent
students and the university in the courtroom.
Volunteer in traffic court and Student ArbifaDon Hearings and get great experience. All are
welcome - need not be a law major. It's run aril
there could be money involved (scholarships
that is). For further info., call 372-2969
Bring parents, friends and family to
BGSUs OPEN HOUSE
Sat. Sept 24
10-4 pm
COLLEGE STATION
Do you like classic rock, disco and 80's music?
Then College Station is the place tor you on
Thursdays' Show a valid college 10 and
Driver's license between 7-9 and get EXCELLENT Drink Speoals. Ladies get an all night
special on botlled beer. Drink speoal for 2t
and over, 18 and over welcome.
COLLEGE STATION
1616E.Wooster
(behind Chi Chi's)
COME LIVE WITH US'
Female Roommate needed for Spring Semester. Nice house. Nice location, Nice people! No subleasing hassle. You will have your
own room • house study room!
Call 354-7884 for more information.

SERVICES OFFERED
Call PC Pro for fast, low-cost PC repair in dorm
or office. 353-9714.
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W KRAMER RD . BOWL
ING GREEN. OH 419-353-5403.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free 4 confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354-HOPE.

CSMiS students interested in Summer 199I
internships should come to the Co-op Office.
238 Admin. Bldg now. Some companies will
be interviewing for Summer 1995 positions in
early October 1994.
DELTA GAMMA ■ DELTA GAMMA
Hey Dee GeesKeep your eyes open
and check out the.
paper for some possible
FUN andEXCITING EVENTS
coming up soon!
DELTA GAMMA • DELTA GAMMA

SKYDIVE IN BG. 1st Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call for info, and good
deal. Vita 4 Mastercard accepted. 352-5200.

Double Prints
FREE everyday
Packages Plus, 111 Railroad. Bowling Green

PERSONALS

Ice Beer Night at Brathaus
Wed., Thurs.. Fri & Sat. 4 - 9
Long Island Ice Tea for a $1.

• PHI SIGMA KAPPA •
Congrasjlations ID Phi Sig
Brother of the Week:
Jim Stange
• PHI SIGMA KAPPA-

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S
FLAG FOOTBALL - TUES.. SEPT. 27; MEN'S
FLAG FOOTBALL - WEDS.. SEPT. 28;
FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY - MON., OCT. 3;
COED 4 PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - TUES..
OCT. 11; MEN'S BOWLING - WEDS.. OCT.
12. ALL ENTRIES DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE
BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ON DUE
DATE.

ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
The sisters of
Alpha Phi
would like to thank
the Football Players for
the Kissing Carnations.
Good Luck this season)
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 9/28. EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY CLINIC - SEPTEMBER 28 F630- 10 P.M.

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Congratulations ID OUT new officers:
Chrtellne Thlbo. Data Party Chair
KelhyWIUIame-Tea Chair
Jodl Chappell • Correepondtng Secretary
Kelly El terms n-Guard
Amy Perkeon-MAP Chair
And you thought rush waa over?
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa
And you thought rush was over?

SPOTLIGHT DIRECTOR
SEARCH!
• Plan fun events for campus!
• Gain leadership experience!
• Meet new people & have fun!
• APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN
m© OFFICE, ROOM 330 UNION
• DUE BACK BY SEPT. 28,5 P.M.
call 2-2343 for more info

Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma
Congratulations to
Brother of the Week: Todd Lampeter
Junior Officer of The Week! Steve Floyd
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma
Congratulations to Jay Caudill
on his recent Lavalieirng to
Alpha Phi Polly Hill.
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma
LOOKING FOR A BIG'LiTTLE
Hopelessly seeking a Big/little Sister
pair who will visit often. Offenng
Quality clothes, custom patterns,
all at a very reasonable price!
Willing to help in any way possible!
353-0901 THE GREEK MART
THE COMPLETE SOURCE
MODEL UN. CALLOUT
The Department of PotiKal Science is now accepting applications for the 1995 BGSU Model
United Nations Team. The deadline is Monday,
October 10. Stop by Williams Hall Rm. 111 for
an application and more information
Monday Night Football at Brathaus
Coors Light Pounder ft Rolling Rock
Also, legal joint for a $1.
Money Orders
39 cents
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Green
Parallax View
Tom Gorman
9:30-12:30 Friday
CAMPUS POLL YE VES
TOM GORMAN and Parallax View will play at
BGSU Open House: Saturday, 12:30-230 at
the Clock Tower: rain site is 115 Education.

POSTER SALE. Biggest and best selection
Choose from over 2000 different images
ROCK, OLD MASTERS (Monet, Dali, Van
Gogh, Picasso. Escher, Matisse, Wyeth and
hundreds more). MOVIE POSTERS, 3DS,
SPORTS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES, MUSIC,
DANCE, SKIING, PERSONAUTIES (Emstem.
James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and others).
TRAVEL, HUMOR, ROMANCE, PHOTOGRAPHY (Taibot. Ansel Adams, and others)
MOST IMAGES ONLY S6. J AND $8 EACH
See us at STUDENT SERVICES FORUM on
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH THROUGH
FIDAY SEPTEMBER 23RD. The hours are
10am • 6pm. This sale is sponsored byUAO
SAVE-SAVE-SAVE
20% oft all complete paddles and wood
projects Paddle Parties on request.
The French Knot
200 5 Main lit
362-3146
SIGEPSIGEPStGEP
Congratulations on a
Successful Rush.
You Guys are Awesome*
THE BALANCED MEN
SORORITY DISCOUNT DAYS
It's not too late to schedule a
paddle or wood-tradition party
with THE GREEK MART and not only
do new members receive a io%discount
on wood merchandise, your entire sorority
gets a 15% discount lor an entire week!
You pick the week, well stock the store
Call 353-0901 and ask for details.
You could only have it so good at
THE GREEK MART
YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE

Male or female roommate wanted.
Rent negotiable.
Call Nick at 353-0363.

HELP WANTED
»i Awesome i
Earn $2500 a Free Spnng Break Trips! Sell 8
Tnps ft Go Free1 Best Tnps ft Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City!
1-800-678-63861

It's So Easy ■ Bill Your Bursar Account!!!
611 Administration Bldg.
372-2323

Fncker's BG ft Perrysbo'g prep cook, line
cooks, wait staff-All shifrs-Appiy m person

^WAVJWWAV.

Announcing...
Overnight Lodging
in Anderson Hall
HOMECOMING
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 7 & 8
PARENTS WEEKEND
Fri & Sal..Oct. 28 & 29

Guitar tor sale
BC Rch Iron Bird NJ series
Excellent condition $250 with case
354-2064. Ask tor Chns
In Debt and Must Sell!
Beautiful Black like new' NISHKI Pueblo 23
inch mountain bike. Sun Tour shifters Paid
over $400 (before shifters). Asking $300 Call

Bian 352 4542.

Help Needed
Handicapped Lady

MACINTOSH Computer Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chr.s at 800 289-5685

352-2311

Mmt Condition Super N.E.S.
with 3 controllers (one unopened) and: Mad
den 94. Madden 92. Royal Rumble. Stanley
Cup Hockey. Pebble Beach Golf Links, Wailae
Country Club Links. Amazing Tennis $220. call
before I change my mind Brian 352-4542
Phantom Express Paintbalt Rifte
Loaded $200 0.b.0
Schwinn World 10 speed $50
Panasonic 200 watt stereo- receiver
dual cassette player
ft speaker $400
Montaya acoustic guitar $150
Sabine Electronic Tuner $45
Call Dave 354-1913

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The ea/ty bird gets the worm, i 800 887-1960.
Process server/court researcher needed tor
the BG area pan-tme/on-call. Noexpenence
necessary. Resume or letter to P.O Box 6795
Toledo. OH 43612

Rottweiler Pup • AKC.
Female, Must see. O line
shots (419)353-6127

Responsible Person needed
to watch child a her school
from34S-7;00pm 878-0713

Set of 4 Chevy S- > 0 tires
with nms and hubs. 20575R14.

Roommate needed. Own room. Great Locupon Call 352-0470
Wanted' America's fastest growing travel company seeking individuals lo promote spring
break to Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas, Florida,
Padre. Fantastic free r/aveJ'com mission si Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.

$150.353-9065
Sofa, sofa bed. double bed, chairs, tables, HH.
354-6418 or 9/23 10-5, 9/24 9-- 301 E.
Evers. Clean ft excellent condition.
Stereo components - good condition
Pnce negotiable.
Call 354-3039

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
'89 Cwsca. 4-dr. 6-cyl. auto, loaded. A/C.
power everything, cruise, one-owner, wellmaintained, $5950. Call 353-2710.

1 bdrni apt available immediately
Ves, we do allow pets)
354-8800

1982 Suzuki 450 10.000 miles
New battery In good condition.
$350,060. Must Sei " Call Andy at 354-5134.

One Bedroom Available
m a 2 bedroom Apartment
Cost $225 per month

1984 Honda AccordLoaded. 5 speed $2000
353 9065

Call 353 6127

"
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Slop In at 425 Student

• High Speed & Multi-color copying
• Quality Offset Printing
• Custom Publishing with copyright clearance
• Many binding services
• 2< Self Serving Copies
• Transparencies regular and color

GIANT YUKON Bike for sale
Brand new Great components Great Bike.
$450 negotiable Call Nate 372 3040

Experienced bar, wait and kitchen staff
needed. Quarters at Woodand Mall Apply
withm.

T.A.S.P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions in all Cleveland suburbs. Akron,
Canton, Toledo. Bowling Green for summer of
'95. Gain valuable business eiperience, build
resume, receive college credit,earn
$7.000-$9,000 on average. Positions are filled
by first come, first qualified basis Contact Matt
Scherer at t -800-543-3792.
SSSSSSSSSS
—SPRING BREAK 85""
America's #1 Spring Break Company)
Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona A Panama!
110% Lowest PnceGuarantee' Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions!(800) 32 TRAVEL

353-0136 (Bob)

Experienced female bartender
apply ii-6pm.M-Fat
College Station - 1616E. Wooster

Roommate needed lor 2 bedroom apt.
I'm moving m soon and lease is from
Oct.-May Please call 1 -4742015.
ask for Bob
Roommate needed $i 50/mo.
One bedroom. Pool ft pets O.K
Call 352-8712

Cannondate Mountain Bike
$400o bo.

For Sale Heavy Duty 2x6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt Furniture
For more information, Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splnable bunk beds.
dressers, and more).

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 pluvmonth working
on Cruise Ships or Land Tour companies.
World travel
Seasonal ft Full-Time employment available
No experience necessary
For more information
call 1-206-634 0468 evt C5S441

Organist - choir director Community ot Christ
Lutheran Church Call for more information
877-0607.

WANTED

2 Tickets Detroit to Chicago
S50/each
352-4620

Childcare lor 9 year-old boy 4pm - 9pm. Mon .
Tues.Weds Some weekends Non-smoker
352-0198

Thursday at Ml Muggs is Ladie's Night.
20centwmgs
Happy Hours at 4.19 and over

We have "hard to find" sizes in 1X. 2X.
3X. 4X in T-shirts and sweatshirts.
T.O.'s Campus Corner.

Call 353-6618
1987 Toyota Celica GTS w/ 65,000 mi. Best
offer If mierested cal 423-3674

ENGLISH ft CREATIVE WRITING
MAJORS
Doctoral student looking for a JR/SR
w/eitensive writing eipe'ience to assist In
writing of a novel. Will pay by hour • shorthand
a ». Call David (even.-rgs; @3 53 2934

National Park JobsOver 25.000 openings1
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc ) Benefits
ft bonuses'
Apply now for best posiDons
Call 1-206-545-4804 exl. N55441

Tired of the bar scene? This 30 yr. old good
looking white male is looking for a female that
is down to earth, open minded and would like
to meet occasionally for discreet adult fun and
companionship. Reply to: P.O. Bon 192, FindIsy.OH 45839-0192.

1986 Buick Skylark Gold, runs good.
stereo, rust proofed, auto, cruise
MX, Pb, Ps. 90k miles - $850 o bo

Ann:

Tan'Ta^Tani
Campus Tannmg
Month Unlimited: $30
Close to campus
6 beds 352 7889

Services or Call 372-2458

YOUR CAMPUS RR1N1ER

Appointment setter
No eip. necessary
Pt-ome hrs , Full-time pay. 1 shift available
5pm - 9pm. Call between those hours . ask for
Ke»lyatB41 5i93

Jodi

$17.00 - Single
$26.00 - Double

REPROgraphiics

S15O0 weekly possible mailing our circulars'
For into call 202 298-9065.
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|-|o ward's club}-|
352-9951
Lodkt Night • No Cevw

The Jinkies
•Pool

T,

'Video Games

r«

'Ping Pong

cw
The Canoea Shop

Pinball

HIKING SEASON
!S HERE!

Save on our selection
of Hiking Boots!
Black Swamp Outfitters GORE-TEX® JACKETS
20% OFF!

140 S. River Rd.
Waterville, OH

878-3700

ANNUAL CANOL-KAYAK SALE
20% OH T-Shins, Shorts & Caps
Great Selection ol backpacks,
sleeping bags, outdoor stoves,
and cookware.

OBSIDIAN
BGSU's only African American
Student Publication still needs you!
• Weekly Meetings
• No Experience
Necessary
• Build Your Resume
Come Tonight 7:30 pm
304 Mosley Hall
For Further Information Call Terre Holmes
at 372-2440 or 354-6011
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WOODLAND MALL
354-1599

CLAIHOL • HELENE CURTIS • REVLON -DUDLEY • CLAIROL

Looking For Something New & Different?

WELCOME BACK,

Natural Food And Health Care Products
Nature American Jewelry & Art

Southwestern / Nature Art

^

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

Fine Animal Figurines

Aromatherapy • Windchimes

STUDENTS

Environmental TeeShirts
Herbal & Homeopathic Remedies

Strength / Muscle Building
& Diet Systems
Recycled Paper Products

Nature Music * Natural Beauty Items (no animal testing)
AND MUCH MORE

Wjudl«id Mall Bcmhig Cveon • .154?613

$5.00 OFF

We can special order all your natural food & health care needs.

Any Salon Service!
Offer good thru October 22, 1994
No other discounts apply.

WE ARE A FULL
SERVICE SALON!
Open 7 days a week

the styling salon at

JC Penney

woodland moll

